
A best friend is not soon forgotten

®

Pet Memorials

DuraFinish®

 Preserving a legacy.  Providing peace of mind.

Strength over time and a beautiful finish — that’s exactly what 

we promise with DuraFinish. Applied in two layers and custom-

formulated exclusively for Coldspring, this unique finish, available 

in both matte and glossy, is designed to slow the natural oxidation 

of bronze, resulting in an attractive and natural patina on a 

memorial that stands up to the elements. 

DuraFinish is true to its namesake, delivering durability that 

exceeds the United States Department of Veterans Affairs 

memorial standard specifications. 

Preserve a Legacy

Weather Protection

UV Protection

Dual Protective Finish

Coldspring Promise 
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The friendship the two of you have developed over the years simply won’t be forgotten 
after your animal companion passes away.

Coldspring’s collection of pet memorials, crafted of the finest granite and bronze, allows you to 

select the appropriate marker design, bronze emblem and inscription message for your beloved 

pet. Through Coldspring, we can also offer you the option of photo portraiture, a sandblasting 

process which preserves forever that friendly face.

GB-502 
24” x 12” Bronze, 28” x 16” Granite

GB-376 
13 1/2” x 8”  Bronze, 18” x 12” Granite

Custom memorials with Expressions in Bronze®

GB-501 
5” x 5” Bronze

Type 773 
Bench



GB-374 
16” x 9 1/2”  Bronze, 20” x 14” Granite

GB-503 
20” x 10” Bronze, 24” x 14” Granite

Pet Memorials

Enhance the personalization of any memorial 
with accessories

Capture the essence of a loved one with an iconic image or style. 

Coldspring offers a number of memorial accessories that allow you 

to further personalize and enhance the beauty of your memorial 

including letter style, borders, emblems, and portraits.

Emblems 
 
Accessorize and personalize with emblems.
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Dogs

GB-137C 
36” x 13” Bronze, 40” x 17” Granite. Includes two receptacles for cremains.

GB-210 
Companion boulder 
shown in Rustic 
Mahogany granite.  
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